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Abstract:

This paper attempts to discuss how to construct a current preservation model of historical district to prevent the decay of the architecture cultural assets from the traditional buildings facing renewal in Taiwan. We separate this study into three parts. The first part is to understand and acknowledge the preservative status of historical district in Taiwan through literature review. We find out the existing problems of Taiwanese traditional buildings, there are "preservation" or "development" in dilemmas, and the limitations of the Cultural Heritage Preservation Law because of its long-winded process. The second part is the design simulation study, through the simulation cases of Sheen-None street in Tainan City. We also find this method can work out two important evaluative items of a feasible way for traditional houses renewing and preservation, namely (i) there are different levels of preservation for the renewal, and the feasible ways as many as 10 kinds for owner discussing to make a choice; (ii) the minimum preservative space of the traditional building is "the first shop house and the first atrium". At last, this preservative mechanism of "mass control" can protect actively the interests of building volume, and preserve immediately the assets of historic district. Therefore, we name "current-preservation" for this method. Furthermore, this current-preservation way is soft, diversified, and up-bottom model.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 The plight of private historic buildings for preservation in Taiwan

Most of the centre blocks in Taiwan had developed from old urban districts; there were also quite some culture streets and historical dwellings. They have clearly characteristics about patterns of old urban city; folk custom; living life style; wood handicrafts and some cultural content of certain era. These are hidden chances for urban redevelopment. But, these old blocks were the focus of the past urban development and have been designated as a high volume of commercial areas, but also those old dwellings are private property, so when the old blocks need to renew for improving the quality of living environment, the cultural preservation and the development of building high-volume turn into the architectural double-sided issue, this will form a conflict dilemma.
In general, the economic incentives of redevelopment with the high volume, and the cultural preservation has not been established with the residents yet, "the rebuild of demolish" as a simple and a widely adopted method to renew, but it has caused cultural assets to disappeared, then we lost not only the evidences of the city history, but also the charm of the city characteristics for self-development. So this paper main issue is how to balance the both interests in the cultural preservation and the building renewal in historic urban dwellings, then we can proper to prevent the decay of the architecture cultural assets from the old dwellings facing renewal.

1.2 The scope of this study

The scope of study is a traditional space in Wu-Tiao Gang (五條港) area of Tainan city (台南), Taiwan. The dwellings we called them “shop-houses” have been there more than 100 years since the end of the Qing Dynasty, across the Japanese Occupation until now. In the past, there were five canals for transportation, the rear of the shop-house was canal, and the front of the shop-house was Sheen-None Street (神農街). People delivered their goods from An-ping (安平) harbor by the canals. The Sheen-None Street was people's commercial space, its width of the Sheen-None Street is four meters. Every shop-house has two floors and is composed of halls and atriums in sequence. The southern shop-house of the Sheen-None Street is composed of two halls and one atrium. The northern shop-house of the Sheen-None Street is composed of three halls and two atriums. Theses traditional spaces are the charm for visitors.

Figure 1(left): The cadastral map of the Wu-tiao Gang region in the Qing Dynasty (1875)

Figure 2(right): The overlap map of the Wu-Tiao Gang area by the past and now

1.3 The current topic of the Sheen-None Street's shop-house preservation

The main topic is that the Sheen-None Street’s shop-house preservation work has to response two conditions: one is owners have the rights for their building volume because of the historical building being privately-owned, the other is owners also needs a fast preservative method for renewing their old house because of the Cultural Heritage Preservation Law being long-winded process. Now, we face two current issues:

(i) Think about the two sided problem of “preservation” and “renewal” from the discussion of historical dwellings. How to create a dual win situation?

(ii) Think about the “strategic” and “tools” during historical buildings preservation. How can be benefit to settlement preservation work?
2. THE RESEARCH METHOD AND PROCESS

We separate this study into three parts; The first part is an investigation of the Sheen-None Street, to explore the characteristics of the living environment, in order to establish the value of buildings in the historic district, and define "volume control" levels for architectural preservation, and explore the basic of "minimum preservation spaces"; the second part is the simulation renewed mode of "volume control", to seek the possibility of the preservation and rebirth; the end is the post-operation evaluation of the research and discussion.

3. THE CHARACTERS OF THE SHEEN-NONE STREET AND ITS SHOP-HOUSES

The meaning of the Wu-tiao Gang area is represented by the late Qing period and the Tainan as the transit point for trade and its settlement patterns and building texture composed the most important character of the Tainan. Through a literature survey and field survey, the characteristics of the Wu-tiao Gang historical region and the shop-house of Sheen-None Street, as described the following four points:

3.1 "One street between two canals" composed of the urban texture uniquely.

The Wu-tiao Gang area rolled as the trade transportation from China to Tainan city. The goods imported from Amoy 廈門 were first transported to Luer-men 鹿耳門 by junk, and then on to Wu-tiao Gang by bamboo raft, then transferred to the retails. The shop-house was built besides the canal, the rear of the shop-house was canal, and the front of the shop-house was the Sheen-None Street that was composed of two shop-houses.

Figure 3: Trade transportation from China to the Sheen-None street

3.2 "The width of four meters, the height of two floors" composed the street space.

Figure 4: A section of the Sheen-None street

Figure 1: The Sheen-None street’s landscape

3.3 "Halls and atriums in sequence" of the spatial organization composed the long shop-house.
3.4 "Mulit-period" characters of the facades

In the same spatial organization, the changes of the Sheen-None street’s façade revealed that people have immigrated here from the end of the Qing Dynasty to the Japanese Occupation until now.

4. THE THEORY OF “CURRENT-PRESERVATION”

The current strategic of Taiwan’s settlement preservation is established from the point of view of “current-preservation”. The intention of this point is to rescue the historical buildings which maybe destroy because the residents has not been recognizing it. Through the idea of partly preservation, the current construction law residents can reconstruct it under the lowest preservation method. This can solve the problem of historical building at the cultural historical spaces from been destroyed by reconstruction work.

4.1 The preservation strategic of private traditional architecture call as “current-preservation”

This research is to address a method that residents can reconstruct the building even under the current construction law. It is a mechanism and tools of building cultural preservation which can preserve the feature of
historical environment instantly. Although, it is a restrain standard from the top to the bottom, but it still remain the flexibility of the adjusted norm mechanism. It is to improve the consciousness of cultural environment preservation and to seek for a better preservation. There is also operation of dynamic preservation in it.

4.2 The control of “minimal preservation space” means “limited preservation”; it is partly preservation and partly reconstruction.

The reconstruction of historical buildings is part of “re-use” preservation, in order to control the efficiency of reconstruction from destroying the historical fact, it needs to preserve part of the building and controls the reconstruction work from destroying the historical environment. In other hand consideration to satisfied the residents by the usage of the rate of capacity. Therefore, the used of “minimal preservation space” as the bottom line of reconstruction work and it is also the balancing tools for both preservation and development to perform any possibility for reconstruction proposal.

4.3 The tools of the preservation is “volume control” and “historical landscape preservation line”

(i) “Building restriction” is the area that defines after zoning under the permitted building capacity to the operation of quantitative renewal. Using this to preserve the part which needs to preserve and also part which needs to add up.

(ii) “Historical landscape preservation line” Intended to grasp the human view at the both side of the historical street to get the height of the view and set up the control line. The method is to let a person stand at the opposite of the street, at the eye level of 150 cm looks opposite of the street to the highest point of façade of the building. Use this extension line as reference. For building which is exceeding the restriction line has to move back. This is to ensure the viewing quality of the historical cultural attraction.

4.4 The diagram of operational model for “current-preservation”.

This article adopts “partly preservation, partly reconstruction” as the renewed way for these traditional dwellings. We simulate the shape of building by “volume control”, and further used “the restrictive line of historical landscape preservation” to control the height of the reconstructed space. Originally, “volume control” is the main technique for urban design. Now, we use this technique to discuss the common problem of historical area which are “preserved” and “reconstructed”. The “volume control” method also helps us to discuss the capacity which the building is able to be reconstructed. Hope that this discussion can create a dual win mechanism for both preservation and development.

Figure 7 : The diagram of “volume control” for renewal
5. THE MEANING OF “VOLUME CONTROL” METHOD

We set up a current-preservation for Taiwan's dwelling’s preservation. Firstly, it is must to respond to the demands of reconstruction by the owner. Means that during the preservation work, to meet the satisfaction the improvement of the quality of the life and efficiently used of the building capacity must be fulfill. We should be able to agglomerate consensus to execute the preservation work in the shortest time. This research addresses a method that residents can renew their buildings under the building act, and to use the end of the building capacity for their renewed work. Therefore, this paper performs the strategic of “current-preservation” to achieve people’s hope and uses the tool of “volume control” to achieve cultural preservation. This mechanism is under the conditions of “the restrictive line of historical landscape preservation” and “reasonable indoor configuration” that can preserve the cultural landscape of historic environment and improve the living quality instantly. Although, this way is a top-down mechanism, but it still remains the flexibility for the preserved range. It will be expected for a better preservation by strengthening the preserved consciousness of the residents. For this reason, it is a dynamic preservation.

5.1 The method of simulation operation for current-preservation of building reconstruction

(i) To define hierarchy of the building preservation restriction

There are six levels of building preservation restriction from the street space to the end of house.
1. Building façade and street space, 2. Extend until the space of the first hall, 3. Extend again until the first atrium, 4. Then extend again until the second hall, 5. Continue to extend until second atrium, 6. Then extend again until the third hall.

(ii) This diagram is used to explain the simulation of building restriction methods. “Minimum preservation space” is used as premise for building reconstruction. Then “the restrictive line of historical landscape preservation” is used.
preservation” is used to control the height of the renewal. The minimum preservation of the space must enough become a single housing unit and face the Sheen-None street.

Figure 10: The minimal range of preservation for substances spaces

6. THE RESULT OF THE RENEWED SIMULATION STUDY

6.1 The result of the renewed simulation study

The renewed simulation study operated with one lot, two lots amalgamation and three lots amalgamation etc. The four lots amalgamation composed of one lot adding three lots or two lots adding two lots. The main consideration is to restrict on the renewed size. We find this method can work out the feasible ways as many as 10 kinds for owner discussing to make one choice.

(i) The northern shop-house of the Sheen-None Street has 9 schemes for renewal. Its preservation of the space is the first hall and atrium or two halls and one atrium.

(ii) The southern shop-house of the Sheen-None Street only has 1 scheme for renewal. Its preservation of the space is the first hall and atrium. The simulation study described the following table.

Table 2: The schemes of the renewal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lots amalgamation</th>
<th>Section for renewal</th>
<th>The 3D simulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One lot</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Scheme" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Two lots          |                     |                    |
|                   | ![Scheme](image2.png)|                    |
Three lots

6.2 The preservation range of the shop-house

(i) The minimal preservation of the space is faced the traditional street, the first hall and atrium of the shop-house at North-South area. See the figure 11.

(ii) The maximum preservation of the space is faced the old street, the first hall, the second hall and the second atrium of the shop-house at the north house. See the figure 12.

Figure 11: The minimal range of preservation for substances spaces

Figure 12: The maximal range of preservation for substances spaces
7. DISCUSSION

7.1 The strategic of “current-preservation” is a measure for historical property rescued.
Previously, experience gain during the execution of historical area preservation. Preservation and development are always the main problem during selection. This may cause acute destroy on cultural property and confront against the preservation consciousness. The long term set of regulation will cause the cultural property to be disappearing slowly. Therefore, the direct against private historical buildings. A completed and flexible thinking about cultural, social and economic have to be proposed for preservation work. Even though “current-preservation” has value to the owner of the historical building, it is also the positive approach to rescue the historical building immediately.

7.2 The renewed simulation model of “volume control” can appraise the preservation and rebirth of historical environment effectively.
The method of “volume control” used the idea of “partly preservation, partly reconstruction”. The execution of “preservation” and “development” is for dual directional expedition research. It can collectively preserve the cultural spaces in those historical sites and respond to the residents on their rights of using the building volume. It can find out the potential and limitation of the building for reconstruction to find out the minimum preservation space. This will help on estimation of the space reuse and the impact toward the value of the historical environment.

7.3 “The minimal preservation space” will help government to think about the appropriate of the restriction limit for the preserved private building.
Through the probe of the value of historical environment and complete used of the capacity after the reconstruction simulation. Further estimate of “minimal preservation space”, the proposed of this point is to measure the preservation of the small area with huge historical value, and also probe about the limit of intervene of government into private building. At the same time, to care about the current needs of the living.

7.4 The variety proposals of the renewed simulation model will be chose a scheme by people’s mutual discussion of selection, and it will help to start the preservation conscious of the residents.
The drawing of “the renewed simulation model” compares to writing, it easily offer the residents to discuss. The variety proposals of the renewed simulation model will be chose a scheme by people’s mutual discussion of selection. And it will help to start the preservation conscious of the residents. The Process has the chance for becoming local renewed agreement for the cultural environmental preservation work.

8. CONCLUSIONS

The main purpose in the process of this study is to raise the issues involving the Implementation Rules for the Cultural Heritage Preservation Law which has not been implemented in some of the historical sites. To renew
those historic buildings basing the “Quantitative Renewal” model, it could speed up the assessment of the need to renew those historic buildings, and the changes and impacts to preserve those cultural spaces. Also based on the “Lowest Limit of Space Preservation” design, it brings a step further to raise an issue for consideration viz. the need to set a lowest limit guideline to preserve cultural spaces when renewed. Only then, the spaces of those historical sites can only be “concurrently” and suitably preserved. Other than the “win-win” model based on collective response to the people on the development rights of those building volume coupled with the suitable care of those historical sites and the preservation of those cultural spaces, this model will enlighten the people to understand better the benefits for possible coexistence between “Preservation” and “Development”. This will resolve in time to prevent at the brink of collapse in those cultural spaces and historical sites. At the same time, this will also allow longer time for the local folks to discuss the matters and reach better and common understanding for the need of the preservation works. There will be hope then to gradually expend and deepen the cultural preservation works on those historical buildings. There will also be opportunity to materialize the execution of the overall city preservation and renewal. The main characteristics of executing this “General Theory and an Operational Model with the Settlement Preservation in Taiwan’s Historical Urban Area” are “real-time, zoning, simplicity, fundamental, multi-layer, variety, mobility and continuity” which are current preservation trends.

Finally, the background of this “General Theory and an Operational Model” study is to raise up the issues for discussion on the governmental departments, their attitudes toward the private rights of those historic buildings. This includes execution of limited preservation works; respect of current living cultural value being continuously evolved and developed; and holding softer attitude to deal with the rightful owners. These implications hopefully provide sufficient help for further thought while executing works on preservation planning to those historical living environments.
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